
How to Master an 
Interview
Citadel Career Center



Learning Objectives
• Task

– Learn the dynamics of an interview

• Condition
– Given instructions from The Citadel Career Center

• Standard
– Successfully complete interviews or mock interviews



Words from The Citadel’s mission statement:
• “Citadel graduates [will be] capable of both critical and creative thinking, have 

effective communication skills, can apply abstract concepts to concrete situations, 
and possess the methodological skills needed to gather and analyze information.”

• By mastering this crucial skill you will show you are the perfect fit for the job!



• Interviews are not intended to be tricky or scary. Most employers are hoping 
YOU are the right candidate for the job

• Your qualifications, skills, education, and experience make you qualified for an 
interview

• Strong application                     interview; Strong interview                    job



Interviews have three stages
• Before

• During

• After



Before
• Spend a few hours learning everything you can about the company – from as 

many sources as you can
– Website, news releases, talk with friends and connections, social media

• Get a sense of “who” the company is 

• Have questions prepared to ask
– What do you want to know about the company or job?

• Prepare your answers

• Research who will be interviewing you



During

• Three phases:
–Introductory phase
–“Meaty” part of the interview (STAR Technique)
–Conclusion



Introductory Phase
• “Softball questions” – questions you are likely to be asked during an interview 

which are easy to answer

• “Tell me about yourself.” 
– Gauging if you are articulate and professional
– Don’t get too personal – give them facts; not your life story
– Do your homework – know what they are looking for and answer accordingly
– Ask questions and generate conversation. It is a two-way street



Introductory Phase
• “What makes you qualified for this position?”

– What are your strengths that will help you in the position you are applying for?
– Do not go off on a tangent with something irrelevant or unrelated
– Why did you apply?

• “What do you know about us?”
– Never ask, “What does your company do?”
– Come up with specific ways you can help the company, job, position



Meaty Part of the Interview
• Interviews really are about getting to know you

• Uses behavioral based interview questions
– Develop a group of core stories

• Use the STAR Technique in order to do this 



Sample Behavioral Based Interview Questions
• “Tell us about a time you had to adapt to a difficult situation.”

• “Give me an example of when you had to go above and beyond the call of duty in 
order to get a job done.”

• “Describe a major change that occurred in a job/internship that you held. How 
did you adapt to this change?”

Adaptability

Initiative

Interpersonal/Communication Skills



What are employers looking for when asking 
behavioral based interview questions?
• Critical Thinking

–Can you think of logical approaches to problems?
–Can you sort through the pros and cons of different 

ideas?

• Problem Solving
– Can you SOLVE problems?
– Can you take an issue and come to a workable and efficient 

solution? 



Critical Thinking
• “Tell me about a time you solved a difficult problem.”

• “Describe the most difficult decision you have made in the last 6 months.”

• “Tell me about a time you took initiative to get something done even if it wasn’t 
your responsibility.”



Problem Solving
• “Describe the most difficult working relationship you have had with an 

individual. What specific actions did you take to improve the relationship? What 
was the outcome?”

• “Describe a time when you facilitated a creative solution to a problem in your 
past experience.”

• “Tell me about a time when you identified a potential problem and resolved the 
situation before it became serious.”



Resources
• Interview Stream is a FREE tool for you to access and practice

– Go to Career Center website
– Click Resources tab on left-hand side
– Click Interview Stream logo
– Log in with Lesesne Gateway credentials
– Select desired practice section
– Practice. Practice. Practice



Expect some strange or hard questions
• Interviewers are usually less concerned with the right answer, but more 

concerned with how you think through an issue
– “What is your spirit animal and why?”
– “How many pennies would fit in this room?”
– “Which magazine would you want to write about you and your life and why?”

Think about what they are asking and work through a solution!



Conclusion
• Have prepared, intelligent questions to ask your 

interviewer

• Ask about the follow-up process and when you can expect 
to hear back



Sample conclusion questions
• “Describe the culture of the company.”

• “Where do you think the company is headed in the next 5 
years?”

• “What do you like best about working for this company?”

• “How do you help your team grow professionally?”



After
• Write a thank you email and letter

• Write down your thoughts, first impressions, or any 
questions that arise 

• Send a tailored LinkedIn connection request



Be aware of Citadel talk

Regimental Staff

Cadre

Mess

Knob

TAC Officer

Summerall Guards

Gold Stars



REMINDERS
• Clean up your social media

• Bring multiple copies of your ERROR FREE resume to the interview

• Practice. Practice. Practice. Never let the first interview be your first interview

• Research both the company and who is interviewing you

• Be 10 to 15 minutes early to the interview

• Turn off your phone but have it with you in case you need it

• Be polite and professional to everyone you see. You are being evaluated at all 
times



• “You gain strength, courage, and confidence by 
every experience in which you really stop to look 
fear in the face. You are able to say to yourself, ‘I 
lived through this horror. I can take the next thing 
that comes along.’” – Eleanor Roosevelt

The more you interview the stronger your skills and confidence will be.

If you bomb the first interview use it as a learning opportunity! 



Career Center Information
• 573 Huger St. outside of Sophomore gate

• Drop in hours Monday – Thursday, 1:00 – 4:00; no appointment necessary

• Email: careercenter@citadel.edu

• Phone: 843-953-1617

mailto:careercenter@citadel.edu
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